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The Francis Richard Family: From French Nobility to Florida
Pioneers 2010-12

after killing a man in a duel louis fran ois was forced to flee florence and his privileged
life of a nobleman he started over in the french colony of st domingue haiti he married
took on the richard surname of his extended family started his own family and a
successful plantation the slave revolt of 1791 forced them to flee they made their way
to florida a spanish colony despite enduring the privations of pioneer life and indian
attacks the richards survived and even prospered during the patriot war of 1812
georgian rebels devastated the area and forced the richards to abandon their
plantations francis jr returned and operated a sawmill plantation he fathered 11
children with his slaves educated and provided for them all raising 15 children on his
plantation during the seminole wars brother john charles became the progenitor of a long
line florida richards while most members of the richard clan were prominent citizens quite
a few were of dubious character and met violent deaths

Richard Wright's Black Boy (American Hunger) 2003

this casebook reprints a selection of important and representative reviews criticism and
scholarly analysis of richard wright s black boy american hunger a record of childhood
and youth 1991

Fragmenting Fatherhood 2008-09-05

debates about the future of fatherhood have been central to a range of conversations
about changing family forms parenting and society law has served an important yet often
neglected role in these discussions serving as an important focal point for broader
political frustrations playing a central role in mediating disputes and operating as a
significant symbolic state sanctioned account of the scope of paternal rights and
responsibilities fragmenting fatherhood provides the first sustained engagement with the
way that fatherhood has been understood constructed and regulated within english law
drawing on a range of disparate legal provisions and material from diverse disciplines it
sketches the major contours of the figure of the father as drawn in law and social
policy tracing shifts in legal and broader understandings of what it means to be a father
and what rights and obligations should accrue to that status in thematically linked
chapters cutting across substantive areas of law the book locates fatherhood as a
key site of contestation within broader political debates regarding the family and gender
equality multiple visions of fatherhood evolving unevenly over time across diverse
areas of law emerge from this analysis fatherhood is revealed as an essentially
fragmented status and one which is intertwined in complex ways with the legal cultural
and political contexts in which discourses of parenthood are produced fragmenting
fatherhood provides an important and unique resource speaking to debates about
fatherhood across a range of fields including law and legal theory sociology gender
studies social policy marriage and the family women s studies and gender studies



Divorce: A Psychosocial Study 2017-07-05

several jurisdictions have attempted to render divorce more harmonious by abolishing
matrimonial fault and facilitating the resolution of divorce disputes by mediation in
britain these provisions appear in the family law act 1996 the book presents a challenge
to the underlying assumptions that conflict and the adversarial system are undesirable
its focus is on adults experiences of divorce in a series of interviews divorcing people
told their own stories of divorce the personal narratives revealed that divorce can be
emotionally traumatic but it has positive sides too the emotions of divorce are not
pathological but are readily explicable as ordinary human coping strategies in the
context of the real material privations that many divorcing people suffer these coping
strategies often involve conflict and acrimony from a psychodynamic perspective it is
argued that these are integral and psychologically necessary aspects of the divorce
process this book is particularly topical in the light of the recent decision of the british
government to postpone the implementation of the family law act 1996 and the
acknowledged need for research to inform policy

Public Theatres and Theatre Publics 2012-03-15

public theatres and theatre publics presents sixteen focused investigations that connect
theatre and performance studies with public sphere theory the organizing critical lens of
publics and publicness allows for the chapters to speak to one another other across
time periods and geographies inviting readers to think about how performing in public
shapes and circulates concepts of identity notions of taste or belonging markers of
class and possibilities for political agency each essay presents a theorized case study
that grapples with fundamental questions of how individuals perform in public contexts
the essays written by a cross section of prominent and emerging theatre and performance
scholars contribute new discussions and understandings of how theatre and performance
work as well as how publics publicity and modes of publicness have been constructed and
contested over the last three centuries and in multiple national contexts including the
us britain france germany argentina and egypt

Men, Law and Gender 2010-04-05

what does it mean to speak of men as a gender category in relation to law how does law
relate to masculinities this book presents the first comprehensive overview and critical
assessment of the relationship between men law and gender outlining the contours of the
man of law across diverse areas of legal and social policy written in a theoretically
informed yet accessible style men law and gender provides an introduction to the study
of law and masculinities whilst calling for a richer more nuanced conceptual framework
in which men s legal practices and subjectivities might be approached building on recent
sociological work concerned with the relational nature of gender and personal life
richard collier argues that social cultural and economic changes have reshaped ideas
about men and masculinities in ways that have significant implications for law bringing
together voices and disciplines that are rarely considered together he explores the way
ideas about men have been contested and politicised in the legal arena including original
empirical studies of male lawyers the legal profession and fathers rights and law reform



alongside discussions of university law schools and legal academics and family policy
and parenting cultures this innovative timely and important text provides a unique and
important insight into the relationship between law men and masculinities it will be
required reading for academics and students in law and legal theory socio legal studies
gender studies sociology and social policy as well as policy makers and others
concerned with the changing nature of gender relations

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1975

this book examines the lived experiences and work of african american women educators
during the 1880s to the 1960s specifically this text portrays an array of black
educators who used their social location as educators and activists to resist and
fight the interlocking structures of power oppression and privilege that existed across
the various educational institutions in the u s during this time this book seeks to explore
these educators thoughts and teaching practices in an attempt to understand their
unique vision of education for black students and the implications of their work for
current educational reform

African American Women Educators 2014-03-18

get the summary of keith richards s life in 20 minutes please note this is a summary not
the original book keith richards autobiography life delves into his experiences as a member
of the rolling stones and his personal journey in 1975 despite being banned from the u s
and carrying drugs richards and his bandmates managed to tour the states thanks to
their attorney bill carter s efforts richards reflects on his childhood in dartford
england during wwii his family s influence and his early love for music

Summary of Keith Richards's Life 2024-01-17

what roles do imaginary games have in story telling why do fiction authors outline the
rules of a game that the audience will never play combining perspectives from philosophy
literary theory and game studies this book provides the first in depth investigation into
the significance of fictional games within fictional worlds drawing from contemporary
cinema and literature from the hunger games to the science fiction of iain m banks stefano
gualeni and riccardo fassone introduce five key functions that different types of
imaginary games have in worldbuilding first fictional games can emphasize the dominant
values and ideologies of the fictional society they belong to second some imaginary
games function in fictional worlds as critical utopian tools inspiring shifts in the
thinking and political orientation of the fictional characters third a few fictional games
are conducive to the transcendence of a particular form of being such as the overcoming
of human corporeality fourth imaginary games within works of fiction can deceptively
blur the boundaries between the contingency of play and the irrevocable seriousness of
real life either camouflaging life as a game or disguising a game as something with more
permanent consequences and fifth they can function as meta reflexive tools suggesting
critical and or satirical perspectives on how actual games are designed played sold
manipulated experienced understood and utilized as part of our culture with
illustrations in every chapter bringing the imaginary games to life gualeni and fassone



creatively inspire us to consider fictional games anew not as moments of playful reprieve
in a storyline but as significant and multi layered expressive devices

Fictional Games 2022-12-15

this international edited book collection of ten original contributions from established
and emerging scholars explores aspects of ireland s place in the world since the 1780s it
imaginatively blends comparative transnational and personal perspectives to examine
migration in a range of diverse geographical locations including ireland scotland wales
australia new zealand the united states canada argentina jamaica and the british empire
more broadly deploying diverse sources including letters interviews press reports
convict records and social media contributors canvas important themes such as slavery
convicts policing landlordism print culture loyalism nationalism sectarianism politics
and electronic media a range of perspectives including catholic and protestant men and
women convicts and settlers are included and the volume is accompanied by a range of
striking images

Ireland in the World 2015-06-12

an examination of the american government s cold war national defense measures and
public communications regarding protection from nuclear disaster the launch of russia s
sputnik satellite in 1957 began an era where american citizens were haunted by fears of
annihilation baby boomers will remember bert the turtle who instructed them how to duck
and cover survive the bomb documents other u s government efforts to calm the
collective psyche with nuclear survival handouts these cheerful and na�ve
representations unintentionally inspired countless schoolchildren to question authority
at an early age this strange era reached its peak in 1962 with the cuban missile crisis
lasting at least until the fall of the berlin wall the nightmare still lingers today with
the terrorist threat of dirty bombs and efforts by countries like iran and north korea to
build their own nuclear arsenals in addition to civil defense brochures and pamphlets from
the period survive the bomb includes aftermath descriptions and casualty estimates at
various distances from a nuclear blast civil defense reports and recommendations to the
united states congress and president declassified nuclear wargame scenarios where the
department of defense imagined the unimaginable an introduction and commentaries by cold
war historian eric g swedin

Survive the Bomb 2011-06-01

sea urchins are a major component of marine environments found throughout the world s
oceans a major model for research in developmental biology they are also of major
economic importance in many regions and interest in their management and aquaculture has
increased greatly in recent years this book provides a synthesis of biological and
ecological characteristics of sea urchins that are of basic scientific interest and also
essential for effective fisheries management and aquaculture general chapters consider
characteristics of sea urchins as a whole in addition specific chapters are devoted to the
ecology of 17 species that are of major commercial interest and ecological importance
features include a synthesis of what is known about the basic biological characteristics



of the sea urchin useful for the direction of future research case histories of 17 species
that illustrate their ecological role in a variety of environments with the catastrophic
decline in fisheries resulting primarily from over fishing it is essential that the
populations be managed effectively and that aquaculture be developed this book
provides knowledge of the biology and ecology of the commercially important sea
urchins that will contribute to these goals the only book available in present
literature devoted to sea urchins with this new title experts provide a broad synthetic
treatment and in depth analysis of the biology and ecology of sea urchins from around
the world designed to provide an understanding of the group and the basis for fisheries
management and aquaculture

Edible Sea Urchins: Biology and Ecology 2001-05-21

clinical placement for the diploma of nursing is an exciting new resource that facilitates
easier delivery of learning for hlt54115 a practical manual it incorporates both
knowledge evidence and performance evidence supported by learning material written to
the training package all learning objectives and clinical skills are covered and activities
assessments and materials you need are provided for each unit educators and clinical
facilitators now have transparency for mapping course delivery and streamlined
placement textbook layout suits course progression and clinical placement blocks as
the order of coverage follows block delivery opening vignettes and real life case studies
and tips from nurses and students in clinical settings gives context to the theory and
assist the student before placement to identify key knowledge elements which are applied
to a practical setting cross referencing is included and clinical placement for diploma of
nursing can be value packed with tollefson s essential clinical skills and clarke gray s
foundations of nursing to create a complete reference package for trainees

Family Law 2001

2012 gold medal winner in the self help category of the prestigious ippy awards this
book offers effective strategies to help erase poverty it advocates self reliance policy
reform and cultural awareness accountability is required from all the middle class the
trust fund babies and the underprivileged who see themselves as perpetual victims and
have fallen into the entitlement trap true blue prints are offered to rescue people from an
economical slump and help them improve their lives and re obtain a sense of self worth

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents
1995

the german campaign in france during the summer of 1940 was pivotal to hitler s
ambitions and fundamentally affected the course of the second world war having
squabbled about fighting methods right up to the start of the campaign the german
forces provided the f�hrer with a swift efficient and decisive military victory over the
allied forces in achieving in just six weeks what their fathers had failed to accomplish
during the four years of the first world war germany altered the balance of power in
europe at a stroke yet as lloyd clark shows in this enthralling new book it was far from
a foregone conclusion blitzkrieg tells the story of the campaign while highlighting the key



technologies decisions and events that led to german success and details the mistakes
good fortune and chronic weaknesses in their planning process and approach to war
fighting there are also compelling portraits of the officers who played key roles
including heinz guderian erwin rommel kurt student charles de gaulle and bernard
montgomery clark argues that far from being undefeatable the france 1940 campaign
revealed germany and its armed forces to be highly vulnerable a fact dismissed by hitler
as he began to plan for his invasion of the soviet union and offers a gripping reassessment
of the myths that have built up around one of the second world war s greatest military
victories

Monthly Catalog of United States Government
Publications 1995

recent years have witnessed a significant growth of interest in the consequences of
political violence and displacement for the young however when speaking of children
commentators have often taken the situation of those in early and middle childhood as
representative of all young people under eighteen years of age as a consequence the
specific situation of adolescents negotiating the processes of transition towards social
adulthood amidst conditions of violence and displacement is commonly overlooked years
of conflict provides a much needed corrective drawing upon perspectives from
anthropology psychology and media studies as well as the insights of those involved in
programmatic interventions it describes and analyses the experiences of older children
facing the challenges of daily life in settings of conflict post conflict and refuge several
authors also reflect upon methodological issues in pursuing research with young people
in such settings the accounts span the globe taking in liberia afghanistan south africa
peru jordan uk western europe eastern africa iran usa and colombia this book will be
invaluable to those seeking a fuller understanding of conflict and displacement and its
effects upon adolescents it will also be welcomed by practitioners concerned to develop
more effective ways of providing support to this group jason hart is a senior research
officer at the refugee studies centre university of oxford

Clinical Placement Manual For Enrolled Nurses
2018-12-01

this fascinating volume is a major contribution to our understanding of the russian
revolution from world war i to consolidation of the bolshevik regime the seven myths
include the exaggeration of rasputin s influence a purported conspiracy behind the
february revolution the treasonous bolshevik dependence on german support the multiple
anastasia pretenders to the royal inheritance the antisemitic claims about judeo
bolsheviks distortions about america s intervention in the civil war and the inevitability
of bolshevism in each case the authors analyze the facts uncover the origins of the myth
and trace its later perseverance even in contemporary russia to assist readers the
volume includes three reference guides people terms dates nine maps and twenty nine
illustrations the result is immensely valuable for undergraduate courses in russian
history gregory l freeze raymond ginger professor of history brandeis university



The Economic Dependency Trap 2014-07-01

a selection of papers delivered at chicon iv including stephen king in context joseph f
patrouch jr narcissism and romance in mccaffrey s restoree mary t brizzi harlan ellison s
use of the narrator s voice joseph f patrouch jr more

Blitzkrieg 2016-09-01

my earliest memories are only fear a great hurting fear that made my heart as big as a
pumpkin that welled up into my throat choking me dizzying my head turning my legs to
rubber fear of moving and making noise fear of sleep that was invaded by terrible
nightmares fear of waking up to the daily beatings for wet beds fear of the dark fear of
guns and knives fear of loud noises fear of making a mistake fear of forgetting fear of mom
going away and most of all fear of the constant presence we called daddy these are my
oldest sister s words dancing on his grave is a memoir set on an eastern montana ranch
between 1930 and 1955 my four sisters my mother and i all contribute first person
narrative to this story along with excerpts from the extensive journals my mother kept
throughout her life it is the story of five sisters who survived unspeakable deprivation
and abuse sexual and physical at the hands of our sadistic father a friend gave me his
strong opinion as the psychologist for the prison in deer lodge he said i meet inmates with
stories like yours all the time what makes your story unique is the outcome this story
is not about him this is about five little girls who literally survived him excelled in
school married and raised families of normal productive contributing citizens my father
was not an alcoholic or drug addict all his abuse was administered cold sober i am
convinced he was not mentally ill in the legal or moral sense of the phrase he knew right
from wrong but as a narcissistic sociopath he believed that the world revolved around
him so the rules of decency that other people follow did not apply the only rule he held
himself to was don t get caught the state of being purely evil does not constitute
mental illness by my estimation he was born without a conscience and perhaps without a
soul the most important message of this story is the resilience and strength of the human
spirit

Danites Research Secret Mormon Killers 2008

animal heroes contains some of the most extraordinary true tales of bravery across the
natural world from domestic pets to wild animals proving that when it comes to facing
danger there s more to them than meets the eye

Years of Conflict 2023-02-09

dystopian fiction captivates us by depicting future worlds at once eerily similar and
shockingly foreign to our own this collection of new essays presents some of the most
recent scholarship on a genre whose popularity has surged dramatically since the 1990s
contributors explore such novels as the lord of the flies the heart goes last the giver
and the strain trilogy as social critique revealing how they appeal to the same impulse
as utopian fiction the desire for an idealized yet illusory society in which evil is purged
and justice prevails



Seven Myths of the Russian Revolution 1995

information on future mortality trends is essential for population forecasts public
health policy actuarial studies and many other purposes realising the importance of such
needs this volume contains contributions to the theory and practice of forecasting
mortality in the relatively favourable circumstances in developed countries of western
europe in this context techniques from mathematical statistics and econometrics can
provide useful descriptions of past mortality the naive forecast obtained by
extrapolating a fitted model may give as good a forecast as any but forecasting by
extrapolation requires careful justification since it assumes the prolongation of
historical conditions on the other hand whilst it is generally accepted that scientific
and other advances will continue to impact on mortality perhaps dramatically so it is
impossible to quantify more than the outline of future consequences with a strong
degree of confidence the decision to modify an extrapolation of a model fitted to
historical data or conversely choosing not to modify it in order to obtain a forecast is
therefore strongly influenced by subjective and judgmental elements with the quality of
the latter dependent on demographic epidemiological and indeed perhaps more general
considerations the thread running through the book reflects therefore the necessity of
integrating demographic epidemiological and statistical factors to obtain an
improvement in the prediction of mortality

Ideal Surroundings 1983

published in 2001 conditions for optimal development in adolescence is a valuable
contribution to the field of developmental psychology

Patterns of the Fantastic 2007-02-12

cognitive behavioral treatment of obsessive compulsive disorder martin e franklin edna b
foa pharmacological treatment of obsessive compulsive disorder darin d dougherty
scott l rauch michael a jenike psychopharmacological treatment of post traumatic
stress disorder julia a golier et al psychosocial treatments for posttraumatic stress
disorder lisa m najavits psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy for sexual dysfunctions
emmanuelle duterte taylor segraves stanley althof treatments for pathological
gambling and other impulse control disorders jon e grant marc n potenza treatment of
eating disorders g terence wilson christopher g fairburn treatments for insomnia and
restless legs syndrome douglas e moul et al psychological treatments for personality
disorders paul crits christoph jacques p barber psychopharmacological treatment of
personality disorders harold w koenigsberg ann marie woo ming larry j siever combination
pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy for the treatment of major depressive and anxiety
disorders cindy j aaronson gary p katzman jack m gorman

Dancing on His Grave 2017-04-13

the financial collapse of 2008 extended and deepened a prolonged multilayered crisis
that has transformed often in unexpected ways how we think about all aspects of
social life amid these turbulent times film studies scholars have begun to ask new



questions and create fresh strategies in order to integrate intellectual and political
work in ways that directly address our current predicament this timely volume
reconsiders the relationships between cinema and society at a time when neoliberal policies
threaten not only civic culture but also nearly every aspect of human life screening the
crisis brings together established authors as well as brilliant young scholars in the
field of film studies to explore the ways in which new tendencies in us cinema enhance
awareness of the complexity of the problems facing contemporary society the issues
addressed include economic inequality shifts in gender roles racial conflicts immigration
surveillance practices the environmental crisis the politics of housing and the fragility
of nationhood these questions are explored through in depth studies and contextualized
analyses of a wide variety of recent films genres and filmmakers with its ample range of
topics and perspectives this collection provides an essential reference work for those
who want to research how us cinema has responded to the manifold interconnected crises
that characterize our current times

Animal Heroes 2000

this new edition of a groundbreaking work reflects important developments in the general
understanding of and research into loss and death providing a wealth of information for
both experienced and inexperienced midwives the book covers topics including perinatal and
neonatal loss miscarriage and termination for foetal abnormality death of a mother in
third world and first world settings difficulties encountered during future childbearing
combining an authoritative research based orientation with a critical yet human
approach to this sensitive topic the book aids midwives in providing effective care and
support to those who experience loss the author draws on relevant and largely
research based literature from a wide range of related disciplines to inform this area
which is only now receiving the attention it has long deserved

Early Mormon Documents 2018-08-16

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries working class americans had eating
habits that were distinctly shaped by jobs families neighborhoods and the tools utilities
and size of their kitchens along with their cultural heritage how the other half ate is a
deep exploration by historian and lecturer katherine turner that delivers an
unprecedented and thoroughly researched study of the changing food landscape in
american working class families from industrialization through the 1950s relevant to
readers across a range of disciplines history economics sociology urban studies women s
studies and food studies this work fills an important gap in historical literature by
illustrating how families experienced food and cooking during the so called age of
abundance turner delivers an engaging portrait that shows how america s working class
in a multitude of ways has shaped the foods we eat today

Worlds Gone Awry 2006-04-11

this study presents a theoretical and practical discussion of the changes that have
occurred between men and women and how the sexes relate to one another from social
political and ethical perspectives not only do men and women reflect different gender



roles through communication but they are also impacted by communication about gender
especially from the media gender differences in communication have gained political
importance due to the increasingly relevant issues of sexual harassment and political
correctness these social and political changes have influenced our value systems and
have given the study of gendered communication an ethical importance payne argues that
religious ideology is an important aspect of gendered development and that biological
psychological social and cultural phenomena also affect sex roles this volume will
appeal to scholars and students in the communications disciplines as well as
psychologists and sociologists organized around three major themes the construction of
the gendered self the differences between men and women as they relate to one another
through language power and nonverbal communication and the effects of gendered
communication in leadership and the media this work covers much ground on the topic of
communication between the sexes

Forecasting Mortality in Developed Countries
2017-09-29

developing a multi leveled historical inquiry of the native tolowa of the us james
collins explores the linguistic and political dynamics of place claiming and expropriation
as well as the relation between otherness and subjugation

Conditions for Optimal Development in Adolescence 2015

social production and reproduction at the interface of public and private spheres

A Guide to Treatments that Work 2022-07-14

the authors collected in gendering global transformations gender culture race and
identity probe the effects of global and local forces in reshaping notions of gender race
class identity human rights and community across africa and its diaspora the essays in
this unique collection employ diverse interdisciplinary approaches drawing from subjects
such as history sociology religion anthropology gender studies feminist studies in an
effort to centralize gender as a category of analysis in developing critical perspectives
in a globalizing world from this approach come a host of exciting insights and subtle
analyses that serve to illuminate the effects of issues such as international migration
globalization and cultural continuities among diaspora communities on the articulation
of women s agency community organization and identity formation at the local and the
global level bringing together the voices of scholars from africa europe and the united
states gendering global transformations gender culture race and identity offers a multi
national and wholly original perspective on the intricacies of life in a globalized era

Screening the Crisis 1968



Attitudes Toward Family Planning in East Africa
2007-04-11

Loss and Bereavement in Childbearing 2014-01-10

How the Other Half Ate 2001-02-28

Different but Equal 2014-04-04

Understanding Tolowa Histories 2012-07-27

Social Production and Reproduction at the Interface of
Public and Private Spheres 1988

Current Bibliographies in Medicine 2008-11-19

Gendering Global Transformations
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